
Grade book for the Test 1 and Test 2 scores and Test Average and where you rank on the two exams. 

Note:  If you missed class and did not get your exam back for Test Two and/or never got it back for Test One, you can 

wait until Friday or you can send me an email and I will tell you which scores are yours.  On both Test #1 and Test #2, 

you have to T1Wr (Total T1 Wrong or missed or minus) and T2Wr (Total points missed on Test #2) written at the top 

of your test. 

But if you have a tie score with another student or you didn’t get your test or tests back or have them handy, just 

send an email to find out which row is your test scores. 

The Homework assignments are not entered into the CS 1025 grade book yet and you still have the take–home final 

exam/homework to do and turn in on Monday and/or by the end of finals week.  But unless you have done horrible on 

the homework or actually skipped different homework assignments, the test ranking and test totals give you a pretty 

good idea about where you grade it at. 

Generally if you did perfect on all the homework assignments and turned them all in, you are not a trend setter as half 

the class or more get about the same high homework average.   So typically, that would NOT raise your grade from what 

is indicated here.  But if you did very, very poorly on at least a couple homework’s or blew off and skipped a major 

homework assignment or two, that would cause your grade to drop some. 

Class attendance, attitude and citizenship and so on can make a difference if you are close to or on a border between A 

and A- or A- and B+ or B+ and B and so on. 

 


